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Dipo Ola, p10
The actor chats about new role in Sky and HBO drama Landscapers.

Dipo
Ola

Editor's letter
Welcome to the December issue! This is a very special time, it's the last
month of the year and we wanted to conclude it bringing you the best
experience while you’re reading about your favourite artists through the
pages of this magazine. Last month, we introduced you to our individual
issues, booklet style, one artist at the time, to have a more intimate
insight on the talents featured. Remember this is a fast read digital
publication to appreciate and celebrate art by knowing the other side of
the story including the amazing photography by the outstanding
photographers that kindly collaborate with us.
Stay tuned because this month Viewties goes on bringing you the latest
on film and television introducing artists whose passion is to make you
feel something with their dedication to the job of bringing a project /
character to life. As I always say, If I can take something from my job, I
strongly believe you will take something from it too. Enjoy the ride and
prepare your heart for being touched by our content.
Happy month!

Founding editor-in-chief
@vanmiraglia
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Dipo Ola
A

ctor on the rise, Dipo Ola, is due to star opposite Olivia Colman and

David Thewlis in Sky and HBO drama Landscapers. This four-episode
series tells a unique love story involving a seemingly ordinary couple who
become the focus of an extraordinary investigation when a couple of dead
bodies are discovered in the back garden of a house in Nottingham.
The star debuted on screen in the critically acclaimed and multi-award
nominated Channel 4 Series Baghdad Central, and since then, he has
played roles in BBC’s cult classic anthology show INSIDE NO. 9, and
Alibi’s We Hunt Together alongside Hermione Corfield.
Viewties spoke to the lovely actor to discuss all things 'Landscapers', his
personal experience, his journey to the role as we confirmed what we
believed, his beautiful thinking and approach on the job.

Photography Ian Hippolyte @ianhippo
Words Vanesa Miraglia @vanmiraglia
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V: While I was reading about Landscapers, I
couldn't help feeling curious about it. It sounds
thrilling and mysterious. What were your thoughts
when you first read the script?

Landscapers is easily the most
magical script I’ve ever read.

DO

Dipo - I remember thinking pretty much instantly that
if I wasn’t in this, I’d definitely be looking out for it
when it dropped. I’m lucky I get to read a lot of scripts
and Landscapers is easily the most magical script
I’ve ever read. That’s a huge credit to Ed Sinclair and
I tell him that as much as possible. It’s actually a huge
shame it’s only four episodes, but those four episodes
are filled with exactly that. Thrills and Mystery.

Dipo - I do love it but preparations is probably the
hardest bit of the job because you’re now left to your
own devices apart from maybe a few rehearsals or
zooms with the director. We were lucky because Will
is a genius and he made himself available to message,
and we were able to rehearse/meet prior to shooting.
The freedom of preparation is probably my favourite
bit. You really get to indulge in ideas, be selfish and
explore the person you think they are. So when it
comes to prep I try to draw from myself firstly and
when that doesn’t do it for me, I let my imagination
do the work. I very much deal in fact and fiction.
There’s a lot of facts about what’s happened in the
case and what my character should and shouldn’t
know, so that’s a great place to start. Then I build
from there and add my fiction to their reality and I
just kinda hope the powers that be like it. Ultimately,
and I think this is true of any actor…we got the role
for a reason so we get a lot for free and it’s really
about tapping into that and finding the chemistry you
yourself have with the character.

V: Would you say this is one of those roles that
awakes curiosity for an actor? What did you find
attractive from your character that made you want
to get the role so badly?
Dipo - For me, contradictions are always where I start.
Yeah, they’re definitely the first thing I try to pinpoint
because I think it’s so fascinating to watch on screen
as a viewer and when I see a character conflict-ed
with their own core beliefs, that’s everything to me.
For Douglas, I don’t think it gets more conflicting
than that; a good man, seeking justice for people who
have broken the law. As a starting point, how is that
not interesting, you know? It doesn’t really make
sense as a concept so that’s very very attractive to me.
Again, raise a glass to the writer for crafting so many
interesting characters.

V: You share scenes opposite Olivia Colman, she
seems quite intimidating on set, how did you feel
working alongside her on screen?

V: What else can you say about your character?

Dipo - Her talent is intimidating, 100%. You do wonder how it’s possible for someone to access what she
does with pretty much every performance and I made
zero secret of it. I’d tell her she was great every day, I
have zero shame about that sort of thing, I give everyone their flowers. It honestly felt like work experience, I just took the opportunity to learn and be with
it and try and experience it like I may never work
again because this is the sort of thing I was hoping
would happen and then it did but I’m also extremely
lucky to have been able to work with someone of that
talent, so all I can do is be grateful and not waste the
opportunity given to me. It’s a huge honour for myself and my family.

Dipo - I think my take on Douglas is that he’s a man
who like many of us wants to do the job the best that
they can. He goes on a very interesting journey over
the four episodes which I think himself and audiences
alike maybe don’t expect and it’s all done with enthusiasm and 100% effort that by the end I hope you
feel like you understand him a bit more than you did,
when you meet him.
V: For some reason, I’m thinking that you are one
of those actors who enjoy the preparation process.
So, I was wondering how you approached the role
and researched it.
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V: As you seem to me to be a positive person, who
takes the best in everything, this makes me
wonder, which are the things about the job that
reminds you the reason why you have chosen this
as a professional career? What makes you proud
about your profession?

V: How would you describe Olivia off screen?
Dipo - She can talk to anyone. She’s one of those
people that just has a natural rapport with the world. I
spent most of my time filming with her so naturally we
spoke a lot, but I knew would get on pretty much from
the first day we had together on set. We spent the majority of the shoot either playing games, talking about
food, cracking jokes or acting. She’s just a bundle of
life and she’s really herself, which I think is why she’s
achieved what she has. If you love her on screen, you
can only love her more off it!

Dipo - It’s all about the people for me, the thing that
makes me proud is how people can come together
and create something. Then the beauty with that is
you’ll always have shared that with them. I think this
career can be very unforgiving because it’s relentless
and there’s so much and nothing happening at the
same time, but it can also be so enriching and
beautiful. I think focusing on what makes everyone
great helps us find our own greatness, because it
helps us deep what we can do that no one else can…
and then it’s for us as artists and creatives to not say
“I wanna bag this role or get this job” but instead to
say “I want to work with these people” or “I think I
can give this to the job” and so on and so forth.
Acting’s helped me to just give so much more as a
person and I think it’s an ecosystem. So me and my
group of friends who are on this journey together, we
give to each other and we give to others knowing the
world will give back to us. I come from community
so when I see it in the work, the people and the
places, I flock to it.

V: I was wondering if there was any particular
scene hard to tackle or if you found anything
challenging during the filming.
Dipo - There’s a couple higher stakes scenarios and a
couple more technical scenes that I’m not gonna go
into, but those scenes were probably the trickier things
to tackle; I think that’s a credit to the ambitious filmmaking Sister, Sky and HBO committed to. Will and
Katie fostered such an open and welcoming set that
you felt like there were no challenges you couldn’t
overcome, so every day was as exciting and fulfilling
as the next.
V: Was it terrifying being on location? Sets tend to
look very real and I believe there’s an atmosphere
vibrating there.

V: Last question, as my nationality is Argentinian,
I’m curious to ask if you have ever seen or experienced any type of art/culture from Argentina?

Dipo - We had a mix, it was very weird for me to see
what the team designed to be a prison cell, as it’s not a
place many of us actually go to. So you kinda walk in
going. “Oh mad, is this what prison is like?” You walk
through the hallways and there’s definitely an atmosphere just by nature of what you’re attempting
to recreate.

Dipo - I actually watched this heist film called Heroic
Losers (La odisea de los giles) on Prime the other
day and had immediately assumed it was a Spanish
production but after looking it up realised it was
based in Argentina, which I thought was amazing.
So that’s a happy coincidence there. I’m not hugely
versed in Argentinian culture, (football aside) but I
think art and our lives in general are becoming way
more accessible to one another that it’s only a matter
of time before our mainstream media resources really
become a melting point of culture and experiences.

So it can be a bit creepy but then you always remember
this isn’t real, and it’s a show so you can shake off any
bad vibes you get from the place and just actually use it
to your advantage because funnily enough whatever
we’re thinking reads on screen.

Landscapers is on Sky Atlantic and streaming service NOW 7th December.
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